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 Stephen Lote, undertook to make the marble portion
of the tomb which Richard II was preparing for himself
and his queen, Anne of Bohemia, in 1394 ; and in the
following year he prepared the ' forme et molde ' for
the raising of the walls of Westminster Hall and the
insertion of twenty-six corbels of Caen stone.
In accordance with the usual mediaeval practice of
keeping different branches of crafts separate,1 we find
that the mason's and carpenter's crafts were always
distinct, and we must so far modify our conception of
the mediaeval architect as to allow that, except in the
case of a wooden building, it usually, if not invariably,
took two of him to complete the plans. In the instance
of the raising of Westminster Hall, just alluded to,
while the masonry was designed by Yevele, the magni-
ficent roof was the work of Master Hugh Herland, the
king's carpenter.2 When a house was built entirely of
wood its construction was naturally in the hands of the
carpenters,3 and by the end of the fifteenth century the
Carpenters' Company in London had obtained such
complete control over the industry that licence had to
be obtained from them to put up a house, a shed, or even
a pen for swans.4 In return they saw that the buildings
that they licensed were properly constructed, as for
1	At York in 1413 it was agreed that if a plasterer undertook
tiling work he should pay $d. to the tilers' pageant and his work
should be supervised by the tilers' searchers.— York Memorandum
Book, i. xliii.    In London no carpenter might do any ' masonrie,
plommery, dawbyng, or tilyng '—except repairs to his own house.—
Jupp, Hist, of Carpenters' Co., 350.
2	Lethaby, Westminster Abbey, 217.
3	A specification by a carpenter for building a house in 1308.—-
Riley, Mems. of London, 65.
* Jupp, Hist, of Carpenters' Co., 135.

